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Summary 
 
Samuel “Sammy” R. Harris (birth name-Szlamalek Rzeznik) b. 5/13/1935 Demblin 
Poland; presenter shares a poem in a remembrance box entitled "If Only A Belt Could 
Speak," includes small belt that was on Samuel as a child in the Holocaust; Samuel 
discusses growing up in religious family, his idyllic childhood pre-war until Sept 1939, 
Nazis shooting down planes (Demblin "had a den of planes); “tanks rolled into town, 
soldiers”; seeing a Jew hit by a Nazi; mother offering Nazi hot tea & Nazi throws tea in 
father's face; father taken into woods, beaten, brother assists wounded father; family 
forced into Deblin ghetto, starvation; townspeople "loaded in cattle cars to be gased"; 
1942 Samuel & parents lined up along with town's Jews, "Those who didn't move fast 
enough were shot," father encourages Samuel to join older sister Rosa in her line to 
labor camp (photograph of sister Rosa at age 18); "Every week, they would take a couple 
hundred people to put in cattle cars"; Rosa & Samuel taken to Czestochowa bullet 
factory, Samuel ripped from sister, held in separate room to be shot, other prisoners 
sheltered Samuel along with 3 other children, begged S.S. to spare children; at 
liberation, older sister & Samuel (at 9 yrs. have survived; Samuel, adopted age 12, 
adoptive father (Harris), a pediatrician; photograph of Samuel in cowboy hat, discussion 
of his experiences in America; served as President of IHMEC (Illinois Holocaust Museum 
& Education Center); photograph & discussion of early model, architecture of museum; 
discussion of Righteous Gentiles; (Tape 2) Second interview covers Samuel’s extensive 
work in IHMEC, his leadership roles as treasurer, fundraising, president; organization’s 
early chaotic board meetings, various obstacles IHMEC had to overcome; discussion on 
various honorees IHMEC has awarded; discussion on various presidents & employees, 
Bella Korn, Erna Gans, Lillian Gerstner, Barbara Steiner; discussion on problems in “old 
building”; motivation that led to Samuel jumpstarting his public speaking & sharing his 
story of survival; discussion on Skokie Nazi March 1977; IHMEC’s “Children’s Survivors 
Organization” (not to be confused with their 2nd generation group) & also their “Hidden 
Children” organization; discussion on Rabbi Yisrael Meir, child survivor of Buchenwald; 
becoming IHMEC Chairman of Executive Committee to build new museum; 2001 Samuel 
brings in builder Rick Strusiner who brings in architect Stanley Tigerman who took great 
care in meeting with survivors during planning stages; obstacles in land acquisition; 
Calvin Sutker & Howard Swibel legal efforts; Mike Bender efforts in bringing in J.B. 
Pritzker, later Chair/Bd. of Trustees; further efforts by Howard Swibel and Earl “Al” 
Lachman; Ida Kersz (Hidden Children); discussion on other IHMEC key figures, including 
Otto & Karla Grenton, Myrtle Figman, Judy Lachman; discussion on relationship 
between IHMEC & USHMM; Jewish Federation of Illinois; IHMEC’s successful efforts 
lobbying Illinois to become the first state in country to mandate that schools teach 
Holocaust curriculum. 
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